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Abstract: The coronavirus disease (COVID-19) pandemic has led to a surge in rural tourism, catering to consumers during the pandemic. However, rural tourism faces severe issues of homogeneity and environmental degradation owing to excessive development. Sustainable development of rural tourism is an urgent problem. This study, based on the average variable cost (AVC) theory, aims to explore the sustainable development of rural tourism landscapes with a focus on the Shijing area. A landscape evaluation system was established through factor analysis and weight calculations, with ten principal components contributing to a cumulative contribution rate of 77.196%. The weighted values for attractiveness, vitality, and resilience were 0.539, 0.297, and 0.164, respectively. The findings indicate that Caijiapo Village had the highest comprehensive score of 88.79 (good level of performance), whereas Laoyukou Village had the lowest comprehensive score of 80.25 (average level of performance). Caijiapo and Liyukou exhibited the strongest overall strength, whereas Liyuanpo and Xiazhuang had moderate overall strength, and Laoyukou had the weakest overall strength. The results reveal that all five villages possess rich natural landscapes and favorable geographical conditions, demonstrating the potential and attractiveness of rural tourism development. However, the overall carrying capacity was moderate and vitality was relatively weak. This supports the AVC theory application in rural tourism research and emphasizes the importance of rural landscape quality and economic vitality. The main contributions of this study are as follows: (1) the establishment of a rural tourism landscape evaluation system based on the AVC theory, providing a scientific assessment method for sustainable development; (2) the case evaluation in the Shijing area provides decision-makers with reference for development strategies; (3) emphasis on the importance of ecological conservation in rural tourism and providing recommendations to address issues of homogenization and environmental degradation.
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1. Introduction

As one of the world’s most representative agricultural nations, China attaches great importance to the relationship between rural tourism and sustainable development [1,2].
Rural development is vital for national social stability and economic prosperity and is closely intertwined with the improvement of people’s living standards and the overall development of the national economy [3,4]. With social and economic advancement, rural construction has surpassed infrastructure development [5–7]. Rural landscapes, as crucial components of rural development, are receiving increasing attention and recognition and are accompanied by continuous development in related practices and research [8,9].

Extensive research has been conducted on the historical evolution of rural landscapes. Hannes et al. conducted a study on landscape changes in various regions of Estonia using satellite imagery and geographic information system (GIS) data to establish an index system. Over time, significant changes have occurred in the patterns of these regions, but landscape features remain largely unchanged [10,11]. However, the use of satellite imagery and GIS data alone does not accurately capture the landscape evolution process. This method is more suitable for macrolevel spatial research, whereas landscape evolution consists of microlevel changes driven primarily by small-scale spaces and forms [12,13]. A study suggested that the evolution of rural landscapes was primarily influenced by urban development, with the level of connectivity in terms of transportation, information, and economic ties between urban and rural areas being the main drivers of changes in rural landscape patterns [14]. The modernization of rural agriculture has led to the concentration of the population in certain regions and the phasing out of slower-developing agricultural villages. The rapid development of modernized rural areas has caused a decline in some small-scale villages, becoming a major factor shaping rural landscape patterns [15]. Furthermore, studies have concluded that the main factors contributing to changes in rural landscape patterns include the development of urban modernization, changes in rural economic industries, and the implementation of relevant planning policies [16,17].

Research on rural landscape planning has primarily focused on ecological conservation and recreational landscape planning. The proposed landscape planning systems have adequately incorporated ecological considerations, but it is necessary to establish management and monitoring mechanisms in the future to achieve the organic integration of landscape preservation and rural development [18,19]. Furthermore, studies have suggested classifying land based on its utility and employing different development patterns and management approaches to coordinate landscape ecological conservation with agricultural development [20–23]. Additionally, the “combination of concentration and dispersion” landscape design model emphasizes ecological integrity, advocates for multiscale landscape planning, emphasizes the synergy of different factors, and encourages public participation [24]. Some scholars argue that to enhance the quality of rural landscapes and improve the rural environment, it is necessary to go beyond individual villages and undertake comprehensive planning and protection on a larger scale to achieve sustainable rural development [25–27]. The evaluation system for rural landscapes has become more refined and mature, with research selecting three project levels and six indicator levels to assess aspects such as aesthetic effects, landscape integrity, and ecological carrying capacity [28]. Some scholars have used the analytic hierarchy process (AHP) in their research to evaluate the development of rural tourism in Xiangshan County, China. The research findings indicate that government support is the most important factor, followed by tourism resources and infrastructure, and finally, the tourism market [29,30].

Currently, sustainable development of rural tourism has attracted significant attention. Scholars and research institutions have been devoted to studying the sustainability of rural tourism in order to achieve a balance between the development of the tourism industry and rural communities [31,32]. Key research areas include rural tourism planning and management, community participation and cooperation, cultural preservation and heritage, resource conservation, and sustainable utilization. In terms of planning and management, research focuses on formulating development strategies and policies as well as establishing management systems to ensure sustainability [32,33]. Community participation and cooperation emphasize the involvement of local communities in decision making and resource management to enhance their sense of belonging and responsibility [34]. Cultural preser-
vation and heritage highlight the protection of cultural heritage in rural areas to enhance tourism attractiveness and foster cultural identity among residents [35,36]. Resource conservation and sustainable utilization address the impact of rural tourism on natural resources and advocate sustainable practices to ensure long-term resource sustainability [37].

At present, rural tourism faces significant challenges, such as homogeneous competition, conservation of the natural environment, and resource utilization, demanding the formulation of plans and measures to address these issues. This study adopts average variable cost (AVC) theory to investigate the sustainable development trajectory of rural tourism landscapes, with a specific case evaluation and analysis conducted in the Shijing area. Application of this theoretical framework provides a fresh perspective and methodology for rural tourism research, breaking away from traditional research paradigms. Moreover, this study establishes a comprehensive evaluation system for assessing rural landscapes and employs weight calculations, enabling a comprehensive assessment of various elements of rural tourism landscapes. This study fills theoretical gaps in rural tourism research by adopting the AVC theory to explore the sustainable development path of rural tourism landscapes. It contributes to the field by establishing a comprehensive evaluation system and weighting calculation method for rural landscapes, providing a scientific basis for the sustainable development of rural tourism. Additionally, through a specific case evaluation analysis conducted in the Shijing area, this research addresses the lack of case studies in rural tourism sustainable development research, offering valuable insights and references for other regions.

2. Study Area and Methods
2.1. Study Area

Shijing is located on Shijing Street, Huyi District, Xi’an City, Shaanxi Province, China. It is adjacent to the Qinling Mountains and bordered by the Wei River, approximately 30 km from the city center of Xi’an. The total area of this region is 1282 km², and it is one of the three sub-centers of Xi’an, occupying a core position in Xi’an’s “one-hour economic circle” and the Guanzhong Urban Cluster. The terrain comprises three natural regions: mountainous areas, foothills, and plains. The southern Qinling Mountains area is covered with dense forest vegetation, with the highest peak, Bingjingding (Jingyu Nao), reaching an elevation of 3015.1 m and a ridge at an elevation of 680 m, whereas the lowest point in the Wei River floodplain is at an elevation of 388 m (Figure 1).

The climate belongs to the warm temperate continental monsoon climate zone, characterized by distinct seasons with hot summers and cold winters. The frost-free period averages 220 d/y, with an average annual precipitation of 800 mm and an average annual temperature of 13.4 °C. The Shijing Street, where the area is located, is situated 9 km southwest of the main urban area of Huyi District, covering an area of 417.63 km². Within the Shijing area, five villages along the Huan Shan Tourist Road were selected: Caijiapo, Liyuanpo, Xiazhuan, Liyukou, and Laoyukou, with planned areas of approximately 29.84 km².

![Figure 1. Cont.](image-url)
1. Preliminary Construction of Evaluation Factors

The AVC three-force theory, a preliminary AVC rural landscape comprehensive evaluation model, was organized in recent years. According to the theoretical foundation of the rural tourism landscape design mentioned earlier and the AVC three-force theory, a preliminary AVC rural landscape comprehensive evaluation system was established, as shown in the Supplementary File.

2.2. Research Framework

To apply the fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method, the indicators determined by the AHP were considered the target hierarchy. AHP is a multicriteria decision analysis method that helps decision makers make accurate and consistent decisions by decomposing complex problems into hierarchical structures and conducting comparisons and weight assignments. It is applicable to various domains and provides a structured approach to assess and compare the relative importance of multiple factors and criteria. Subsequently, a set of evaluation factors, denoted as \( Z \), is constructed to describe the indicators. For subjective indicators, survey questionnaire data were used, whereas for objective indicators, judgment matrices were constructed based on the corresponding evaluation criteria [38]. Next, the weight vector was calculated using the AHP method, and an appropriate synthesis operator was selected to compute the comprehensive index [39,40].

Next, a fuzzy judgment matrix was established. The fuzzy judgment matrix \( R \) is composed of the membership degrees of the indicator set \( U \) with respect to the evaluation-level set \( V \), representing the fuzzy relationship between \( U \) and \( V \). Based on the weights of the indicators and the fuzzy judgment matrix, each level of the evaluation-level set \( V \) is assigned a weighted score (Figure 2).

Finally, a fuzzy algorithm was used to conduct a comprehensive evaluation of the indicator system and obtain a comprehensive score. Referring to the membership degree function, the rural landscapes of various villages in the Shijing area of Xi’an City were evaluated and rated.

2.3. Model Construction

2.3.1. AVC Rural Landscape Comprehensive Evaluation Index Determination

1. Preliminary Construction of Evaluation Factors

Based on the rural tourism landscape theory and AVC three-force theory mentioned earlier, the division of rural landscape evaluation indicators based on the attractiveness, vitality, and carrying capacity of the AVC theory was organized in recent years. According to the theoretical foundation of the rural tourism landscape design mentioned earlier and the AVC three-force theory, a preliminary AVC rural landscape comprehensive evaluation system was established, as shown in the Supplementary File.
2. Index Selection

Based on the selected set of indicators, this study evaluates their importance. A questionnaire survey was conducted with experts and scholars in landscape planning and rural tourism development using a five-point Likert scale (see Supplementary File). The questionnaires were collected, and the data were input into SPSS Statistics software (version 26.0) for factor analysis. Because this study involved 34 factors and required a sample size of no less than 170, 200 importance assessment questionnaires were distributed, with 100 distributed offline and 100 distributed online. Ultimately, 193 questionnaires were collected, with a response rate of 96.5%.

- Reliability Test

The collected survey data were subjected to reliability analysis using the SPSS software, and the results are shown in Figure 3. The results indicated that the overall Cronbach’s $\alpha$ value for the survey questionnaire was 0.913, which is >0.9, and the $\alpha$ values for the individual indicators were all >0.8. This indicates that the scale used in this study is highly reliable and provides a solid foundation for further research.

![Figure 2. Research Framework.](image-url)
The collected survey data were subjected to reliability analysis using the SPSS software, and the results are shown in Figure 3. The results indicated that the overall Cronbach’s $\alpha$ value for the survey questionnaire was 0.913, which is >0.9, and the $\alpha$ values for the individual indicators were all >0.8. This indicates that the scale used in this study is highly reliable and provides a solid foundation for further research.
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- **Factor Analysis**

  The data were entered into SPSS Statistics software (version 26.0) for the Kaiser–Meyer–Olkin (KMO) test, and the results showed a KMO value of 0.850, which falls within the significant range of 0.8–0.9. This confirmed that the collected data were suitable for factor analysis. Bartlett’s test of sphericity yielded a significance level of 0.000 < 0.05, indicating that the survey questionnaire had good validity. Table 1 presents the results of the study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KMO and Bartlett's Test</th>
<th>Adequacy of Sampling for KMO</th>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>0.850</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Approximate Chi-Square</td>
<td></td>
<td>1958.443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity</td>
<td>Degrees of Freedom</td>
<td></td>
<td>437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Significance Level</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This study utilized correlation and principal component analysis (PCA) for index selection. All data were imported into SPSS Statistics software (version 26.0), and indicators with correlation coefficients >0.7 were removed. The remaining indicators were subjected to PCA; the results are provided in the Supplementary File. Based on communalities and factor loadings, indicators with communalities <0.7 were eliminated.

3. **Establishment of Indicator System**

  The indicators were reorganized, resulting in the formation of an evaluation indicator system. In this system, the principal component factors were selected based on eigenvalues >1. Typically, a cumulative contribution rate of 70% or higher is desirable, indicating a reasonable indicator system. In this study, a total of 10 principal component factors were extracted as primary indicators, with a cumulative contribution rate of 77.2%. This indicates that the system can effectively summarize the information contained within it. The final rural landscape evaluation indicators generated using PCA are presented in Table 2.
### Table 2. Comprehensive Evaluation Indicators of AVC Rural Landscape.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objective Hierarchy</th>
<th>Project Hierarchy</th>
<th>Factor Hierarchy</th>
<th>Indicator Hierarchy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AVC Rural Landscape Comprehensive Evaluation (A)</td>
<td>Attraction (B1)</td>
<td>Natural Landscape (C1)</td>
<td>Terrain and Landform Peculiarity (D1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Agricultural Landscape Area Ratio (D2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Water Landscape Area Ratio (D3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Biological Resource Richness (D4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Seasonal Landscape Characteristic (D5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cultural Landscape (C2)</td>
<td>Indigenous Architecture Regionality (D6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cultural Landscape Uniqueness (D7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Local Customs and Traditions (D8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Location Conditions (C3)</td>
<td>Abundance of Surrounding Tourism Resources (D9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Geographical Advantage (D10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Geographic Accessibility (D11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Residential Environment (C4)</td>
<td>Cleanliness of Village Environment (D12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Adequacy of Infrastructure (D13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rationality of Residential Layout (D14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Economic Vitality (C5)</td>
<td>Per Capita Net Income of Villagers (D15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Output Value per Unit Area (D16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Diversity of Agricultural Products (D17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Industrial Structure (C6)</td>
<td>Ratio of Secondary and Tertiary Industries to Total Output Value (D18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Proportion of Agricultural Organizations and Enterprises Driving Farmers (D19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tourism Development (C7)</td>
<td>Tourism Industry Development (D20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Policy Support (D21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Capacity (B3)</td>
<td>Ecological Environment Capacity (C8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Forest Coverage Rate (D22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Air Quality (D23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Water Environment Quality (D24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ecological Stability (D25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Spatial Resource Capacity (C9)</td>
<td>Population Density (D26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Maximum Tourist Carrying Capacity (D27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Service Facility Carrying Capacity (D28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Psychological Carrying Capacity (C10)</td>
<td>Resident Satisfaction (D29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tourist Satisfaction (D30)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 2.3.2. Establishment of Weights for AVC Rural Landscape Indicators

1. Constructing Judgment Matrix

Thirty questionnaires were distributed to scholars in relevant fields. Using a pairwise comparison method, each of the two indicators were compared to assess their importance. The correlation coefficients between the current and previous indicators were also compared to establish a judgment matrix for that indicator. When comparing a certain factor at the previous level with another factor at the current level, the relative weight, $T_{ij}$, was used for quantification. For a comprehensive evaluation of AVC rural landscapes, which is the overall objective (A), the relative importance relationships between the sublevels (B) were constructed using the expert questionnaire survey results to form the judgment matrix. The results are summarized in Table 3.
Table 3. Relative Importance Judgment Matrix of Rural Landscape Comprehensive Evaluation (A).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AVC Rural Landscape Comprehensive Evaluation (A)</th>
<th>Attraction</th>
<th>Vitality</th>
<th>Capacity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attraction</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitality</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity</td>
<td>1/3</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Calculation of Sub-level Weights

- Calculate the product $M_i$ of each row in the judgment matrix:

$$M_i = \prod_{j=1}^{n} T_{ij}, (i, j = 1, 2, \ldots n) \quad (1)$$

- Calculate the nth root of $M_i$:

$$W_i = \sqrt[n]{M_i} \quad (2)$$

- Normalize the vector to obtain the weight vector:

$$W_i = \frac{W_i}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} W_i} \quad (3)$$

Based on this, the weight values for the sub-levels of the AVC rural landscape evaluation system were obtained: the weight values for attractiveness, vitality, and resilience were 0.539, 0.297, and 0.164, respectively.

- Consistency Check

Owing to the complexity of objective phenomena and the subjectivity of decision makers’ perceptions, it is essential to conduct a consistency check on the judgment matrix following the AHP methodology.

First, the maximum eigenvalue of the judgment matrix is calculated:

$$\lambda_{max} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{(AW)_i}{nW_i} \quad (4)$$

Next, the consistency index is calculated:

$$CI = \frac{\lambda_{max} - n}{n - 1} \quad (5)$$

when the consistency of the judgment matrix is high, the $CI$ is low. Comparing the $CI$ with the average random index (RI) value, the consistency ratio (CR) is obtained. If $CR = CI/RI < 0.1$, the matrix has a high level of consistency. If the result is opposite, it indicates insufficient consistency, and the calculation must be repeated (Table 4).

Table 4. Average Random Index (RI) Values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Matrix Order</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RI</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>1.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Through calculations, it was determined that the maximum eigenvalue $\lambda_{max} = 3.009$, $CI = 0.005$, and the matrix order was three. By referring to the Table 4, the RI is found to be 0.52. The calculated $CR = 0.009 < 0.1$. Therefore, the judgment matrix satisfies the consistency check.

3. Calculation of Weights for the Factor and Indicator Levels
3. Results

3.1. Differential Analysis

3.1.1. Analysis of the Differences in Weighted Values of AVC Forces

Based on the previous section, the weighted values of the three AVC forces for rural landscapes were as follows: attractiveness (A), with a weight of 0.539, accounts for 54%; vitality (V), with a weight of 0.297, accounts for 30%; and carrying capacity (C), with a weight of 0.164, accounts for 16% of the total AVC. Therefore, the importance ranking of AVC forces for rural landscapes is as follows: A > V > C.

Based on the aforementioned weighted values of the factors, the distribution of the weight values is divided into five intervals as follows: general: 0–0.04, important: 0.04–0.08, relatively important: 0.08–0.12, very important: 0.12–0.16, and absolutely important: 0.16–0.20. As can be observed from Figure 4, natural and cultural landscapes are in the category of absolutely important, economic vitality is in the category of very important, industrial structure, location conditions, and settlement environment are in the category of relatively important, ecological environmental carrying capacity, psychological carrying capacity, and tourism development are in the category of important, and resource spatial carrying capacity is in the category of general (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Distribution of weights for the factor layer in AVC rural landscape evaluation. (C1 to C10 represent Natural Landscape, Cultural Landscape, Location Conditions, Residential Environment, Economic Vitality, Industrial Structure, Tourism Development, Ecological Environment Capacity, Spatial Resource Capacity, and Psychological Carrying Capacity, respectively).

3.1.2. Analysis of Weighted Differences in Attractiveness Indicators

Figure 5 shows that natural and cultural landscapes have the highest proportions, while the settlement environment and location conditions have relatively lower proportions. The weights of natural landscapes, cultural landscapes, location conditions, and settlement environments were 0.362, 0.326, 0.163, and 0.148, respectively.

The distribution of weighted values at the attractiveness indicator level was divided into five intervals as follows: general: 0–0.03, important: 0.03–0.06, relatively important: 0.06–0.09,
very important: 0.09–0.12, and absolutely important: 0.12–0.15. The uniqueness of cultural landscapes, distinctiveness of local customs and traditions, seasonal landscape characteristics, and uniqueness of landforms all had relatively high importance levels above 0.09. In the planning and design processes, these aspects should be fully explored and utilized.

Figure 5. Distribution of weights for the indicator layer.

3.1.3. Analysis of Weighted Differences in Vitality Indicators

Economic vitality and industrial structure have the highest proportions in this group, whereas tourism development has a relatively lower proportion. The weight rankings of economic vitality, industrial structure, and tourism development were 0.362, 0.326, and 0.163, respectively.

The distribution of weighted values at the vitality indicator level was divided into five intervals as follows: general: 0–0.06, important: 0.06–0.12, relatively important: 0.12–0.18, very important: 0.18–0.24, and absolutely important: 0.24–0.30. Figure 5 shows that the importance level of agricultural product diversity is the highest.

3.1.4. Analysis of Weighted Differences in Carrying Capacity Indicators

Ecological and psychological carrying capacities had relatively higher proportions here, whereas resource spatial carrying capacities had a relatively lower proportion. The weight rankings of ecological carrying capacity, psychological carrying capacity, and spatial resource carrying capacity were 0.443, 0.387, and 0.170, respectively.

Based on the distribution of weighted values at the carrying capacity indicator level, it was divided into five intervals as follows: general: 0–0.06, important: 0.06–0.12, relatively important: 0.12–0.18, very important: 0.18–0.24, and absolutely important: 0.24–0.30. Figure 5 shows that resident satisfaction, forest coverage rate, and tourist satisfaction had high importance levels at >0.12.
3.2. Rural Landscape Evaluation Analysis

3.2.1. Evaluation Data Processing

1. Reliability and Validity Test

The survey was conducted offline using a questionnaire. A total of 400 questionnaires were distributed, 80 to each of the five villages. After excluding 11 incomplete or maliciously completed questionnaires, 389 valid questionnaires were collected, resulting in a response rate of 97.25%. Valid questionnaires were distributed as follows: 79 from Caijiapo Village, 77 from Liyuanpo Village, 79 from Xiazhuang Village, 78 from Liyukou Village, and 76 from Laoyukou Village. The collected survey questionnaire data were entered into the SPSS software for reliability and validity testing, and the following results were obtained.

Table 5 shows that the Cronbach’s alpha coefficients for all five sets of questionnaires were >0.8, indicating a high level of reliability of the survey questionnaire. The KMO values are all within the range of 0.8–0.7, indicating a high level of validity and enabling further analysis of the indicator factors. Through comprehensive testing, the reliability and validity of the questionnaire were determined to be high.

Table 5. Research Data Validity Test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adequacy of Sampling for KMO</th>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>KMO</th>
<th>Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.757</td>
<td>0.769</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Approximate Chi-Square</td>
<td>Degrees of Freedom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>323.842</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>368.154</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. AVC Rural Landscape Comprehensive Evaluation

By organizing and summarizing the rural landscape information data and calculating the weight values of the evaluation results for all factors, a fuzzy comprehensive judgment matrix was established. Based on the questionnaire data, the fuzzy comprehensive evaluation matrix RC of factor layer C was established.

3.2.2. Comprehensive Evaluation Results

1. Comprehensive Analysis

According to the comprehensive landscape evaluation of Caijiapo, Liyuanpo, Xiazhuang, Liyukou, and Laoyukou Villages, Caijiapo Village had a comprehensive evaluation score of 87.93, which was classified as F2 (good). Liyuanpo Village has a comprehensive evaluation score of 84.06, classified as F3 (fair). Xiazhuang Village had a comprehensive evaluation score of 82.19, also classified as F3 (fair). Liyukou Village had a comprehensive evaluation score of 87.64, classified as F2 (good). Laoyukou Village had a comprehensive evaluation score of 80.25, classified as F3 (fair). The comprehensive evaluation results
show that Caijiapo and Liyukou Villages are generally in good condition, while Liyuanpo, Xiazhuang, and Laoyukou Villages are in fair condition. There are differences in the current development status of each village in various aspects, and each village has the potential for rural tourism development; however, the overall carrying capacity and vitality are relatively weak. In future integrated planning and development, efforts should be made to enhance economic vitality, resource space, and ecological carrying capacity; fully leverage landscape resources; and achieve sustainable development (Figures 6 and 7).

2. Analysis of Three Forces
   - Caijiapo Village

   Attractiveness Evaluation: There were ten indicators with scores in the F2 (good) level and four indicators with scores in the F3 (average) level. Among all indicators, the scores for geographic accessibility, geographical advantage, unique landforms, and cultural landscape uniqueness were relatively high at >90 points.
Vitality Evaluation: There were three indicators with scores at the F2 (good) level, three indicators with scores at the F3 (average) level, and one indicator with a score at the F4 (poor) level. Among all indicators, the scores for policy support and tourism industry development were relatively high at >90 points.

Carrying Capacity Evaluation: There were six indicators with scores at the F2 (good) level and three indicators with scores at the F3 (average) level. Among all indicators, air quality and maximum tourist carrying capacity had the highest scores, both at 95 points.

• Liyuanpo Village

Attractiveness Evaluation: There were nine indicators with scores at the F2 (good) level and five indicators with scores at the F3 (average) level. Among all the indicators, the scores for geographic accessibility, geographical advantage, unique landforms, rich biological resources, and abundant surrounding tourist resources were relatively high (above 88 points).

Vitality Evaluation: Policy support and development of the tourism industry were at the F2 (good) level. However, agricultural diversity, per unit area output value, the proportion of secondary and tertiary industries in the total output value, and the proportion of agricultural organizations and enterprises driven by farmers were at the F4 (poor) level. The score for villagers per capita net income was 65, the lowest among the vitality indicators, indicating a very poor level (F5).

Carrying Capacity Evaluation: There were two indicators with scores at the F2 (good) level, six indicators with scores at the F3 (average) level, and one indicator with a score at the F4 (poor) level. Among all the indicators, air quality and resident satisfaction had the highest scores (95 and 85.65 points, respectively), whereas maximum tourist carrying capacity had the lowest score (75 points).

• Xiazhuang Village

Attractiveness Evaluation: There were four indicators with scores at the F2 (good) level, eight indicators with scores at the F3 (average) level, and two indicators with scores at the F4 (poor) level. Among all indicators, the scores for geographic accessibility, geographical advantage, abundance of surrounding tourist resources, and seasonal landscape characteristics were relatively high at >85 points.

Vitality Evaluation: Policy support and development of the tourism industry were at the F2 (good) level. The per-unit area output value and agricultural diversity were at the F3 (average) level. However, the per-capita income of villagers and the proportion of secondary and tertiary industries in the total output value were at the F4 (poor) level. The score for the proportion of agricultural organizations and enterprises driven by farmers was 65, the lowest among the vitality indicators, indicating a very poor level (F5).

Carrying Capacity Evaluation: There were two indicators with scores at the F2 (good) level, five indicators with scores at the F3 (average) level, and two indicators with scores at the F4 (poor) level. Among all the indicators, air quality and resident satisfaction had the highest scores of 95 and 85.25 points, respectively, whereas maximum tourist carrying capacity and forest coverage had the lowest scores of 75 points.

• Liyukou Village

Attractiveness Evaluation: There were ten indicators with scores in the F2 (good) level and four indicators with scores in the F3 (average) level. Among all indicators, the scores for the ratio of agricultural landscape area, geographic accessibility, unique cultural landscape, geographical advantage, and unique landform were relatively high at >90 points.

Vitality Evaluation: It consisted of three factors and seven indicators. Policy support, tourism development, and agricultural diversity were at the F2 (good) level, ranging from 85 to 95 points. The per unit area output value, agricultural diversity, per capita income of villagers, and proportion of secondary and tertiary industries in the total output value were at the F3 (average) level, all at 85 points.
Carrying Capacity Evaluation: It consisted of three factors and nine indicators. Five indicators scored at the F2 (good) level, three indicators at the F3 (average) level, and one indicator at the F4 (poor) level. Among all indicators, air quality, tourist satisfaction, service facility capacity, resident satisfaction, and ecological stability had relatively high scores, ranging from 85 to 95 points.

- Laoyukou Village

Attractiveness Evaluation: There were four indicators with scores at the F2 (good) level, eight indicators with scores at the F3 (average) level, and two indicators with scores at the F4 (poor) level. Among all indicators, the scores for geographic accessibility, geographical advantage, seasonal landscape characteristics, and rich biological resources were relatively good, all above 85 points.

Vitality Evaluation: Policy support was at the F2 (good) level, with a score of 91.58 points. The per-unit area output value and agricultural diversity were at the F3 (average) level, whereas tourism industry development was at the F4 (poor) level. The proportion of agricultural organizations and enterprises driving farmers, the per capita income of villagers, and the proportion of secondary and tertiary industries in the total output value were very poor (F5).

Carrying Capacity Evaluation: There were six indicators with scores at the F3 (average) level and three indicators with scores at the F4 (poor) level. Among all indicators, air quality and population density had relatively high scores, both at 85 points. However, forest coverage, water quality, and maximum tourist carrying capacity had relatively low scores (75) (Figure 8).

Figure 8. The distribution of three-force analysis results of five village groups. (Different colors represent the three-force analysis of different villages, the curve represents the distribution of scoring values, and the black dots represent specific numerical values).

3.3. Analysis of Comprehensive Evaluation of Rural Landscape in Shijing Area

3.3.1. Comparative Analysis of Comprehensive Rural Landscape in Shijing Area

By analyzing the comprehensive scores of rural landscapes in the Shijing area, the ranking of the five villages in the area was as follows: Caijiapo Village > Liyukou Village > Liyuanpo Village > Xiazhuan Village > Laoyukou Village. It can be seen that among the villages in the study area, Caijiapo and Liyukou Villages have the strongest overall...
strength, with Caijiapo Village being the most prominent. Liyuanpo and Xiazhuang had moderate overall strength, whereas Laoyukou had the weakest overall strength. Therefore, in planning the area, Caijiapo Village can be considered as the core village, with Liyukou Village as the secondary core village, to drive the overall development of the entire area. All five villages have abundant natural landscapes and favorable location conditions, possessing the potential for rural tourism development and strong attractiveness.

3.3.2. Comprehensive Analysis of Three Forces in Rural Landscape of Shijing Area

1. Attraction

According to the comprehensive score of attractiveness indicators in the Shijing area, in terms of natural landscape indicators, Liyukou, Liyupo, and Caijiapo Villages had relatively high scores, whereas Laoyukou and Xiazhuang Villages had lower scores. In terms of cultural landscape indicators, Liyukou and Caijiapo had the highest scores, Xiazhuang and Liyuanpo were in the middle, and Laoyukou had the lowest score. Regarding location condition indicators, the score differences were not significant; overall, they were relatively high. In terms of the settlement environment, Liyuanpo and Caijiapo had the highest scores, followed by Liyukou and Xiazhuang, while Laoyukou had the lowest score (Figure 9).

Figure 9. Comparative Analysis of Three Forces in Shijing Area.

2. Vitality

According to the comprehensive score of vitality indicators in the Shijing area, it can be observed that in terms of economic vitality indicators, Liyukou and Caijiapo Villages have the highest scores, Xiazhuang and Laoyukou Villages have moderate scores, and Liyuanpo Village has the lowest score. In terms of industrial structure indicators, Liyukou and Caijiapo Villages had the highest scores, whereas Laoyukou Village had the lowest, showing significant differences among the five villages. In terms of tourism development indicators, all five villages had relatively high scores, with small differences between them (Figure 9).

3. Capacity

From the comprehensive score of carrying capacity, it can be seen that, in terms of ecological environment carrying capacity indicators, Liyukou, Liyuanpo, and Caijiapo
Villages had the highest scores, while Laoyukou Village had the lowest. In terms of resource spatial carrying capacity indicators, Caijiapo had the highest score, while the other villages had lower scores, with significant differences compared to Caijiapo. In terms of psychological carrying capacity indicators, Liyukou and Caijiapo had higher scores, Xiazhuang and Liyuanpo had moderate scores, and Laoyukou had the lowest score (Figure 9).

4. Discussion

A VC theory has not been fully applied or explored in regional integration planning. Therefore, applying this theory to the study of regional integration can provide new perspectives and ideas for theoretical research in this field, expanding the depth and breadth of research. This study incorporated the evaluation model of AVC theory into regional integration planning, fully explored the potential of villages within the region, comprehensively assessed the feasibility and necessity of regional landscape integration, provided a scientific basis for strategy formulation, and achieved better protection and sustainable utilization of rural landscapes. This study provides new insights into rural tourism development. Currently, research on rural tourism landscapes mostly focuses on individual village planning and lacks synergy between local and regional development [41,42]. Integration planning is more beneficial for exploring rural characteristics, coordinating and organizing at the macro level, maximizing overall benefits through complementarity and coordinated development, enhancing regional influence, and driving overall economic development [43].

The results of this study are consistent with those of previous studies. Some scholars have used the AVC theory framework to assess the sustainable development of rural tourism landscapes, and their research has emphasized the importance of landscape quality and economic vitality. This is consistent with the conclusions of this study, further supporting the application of AVC theory to rural tourism research [31,44,45]. Other scholars have explored landscape evaluation methods in rural tourism development and proposed a comprehensive evaluation model that aligns with the landscape evaluation system in this study, supporting the use of factor analysis and weight calculation methods [26,46].

Furthermore, several studies have supported the results of the present study. Some scholars have extensively discussed the interaction and impact of tourism and water resources in their work, which are important for the sustainable development of rural tourism landscapes addressed in this study [47–50]. Other scholars have conducted in-depth research on the relationship between the environment and tourism, providing theoretical support for the ecological carrying capacity emphasized in this article [51–53]. Additionally, some studies present integrated and sustainable tourism planning approaches, providing insights into the integrated planning and development of rural tourism landscapes.

However, other studies have also yielded results different from the findings of this study. Some scholars have found that the economic vitality of rural tourism landscapes has a relatively small impact on sustainable development, while ecological carrying capacity and sociocultural factors have greater importance [54–58]. This differs from the conclusions of this study, which emphasize the varying roles of multiple factors in the sustainable development of rural tourism [45]. Other scholars have focused on the issue of social equity in the evaluation of rural tourism landscapes, they have found that social equity and spatial data for natural resources has a significant influence on the sustainable development of rural tourism [59]. In contrast to the findings of this study, their research considered social equity an important dimension, highlighting its importance in the sustainable development of rural tourism [31,60]. In summary, based on the AVC theory, this study constructed an evaluation system for rural tourism landscapes through factor analysis and weight calculation and assessed the villages in the Shijing area. This aligns with the results of related studies, supporting the conclusions of the present study. However, this study also differs from other studies, further highlighting its contribution and uniqueness to the field of rural tourism research.
Owing to disciplinary limitations, this study primarily relies on theories and methods from the field of landscape architecture. Although relevant theories from other disciplines, such as tourism, ecology, and economics, have been referenced and studied, some biases and shortcomings may still exist. Therefore, in future research, more attention should be paid to interdisciplinary integration to understand and apply relevant theories and methods comprehensively and deeply. Additional research is necessary to delve into the interactions and influence mechanisms among different elements in rural areas, aiming to accomplish the objective of achieving coordinated development across society, economy, and ecology. In addition, there is a need for strengthened research on institutional safeguards and policy guidance to provide robust support for sustainable development in rural areas.

5. Conclusions

This study is based on the AVC theory to explore the sustainable development path of rural tourism, the economy, and ecology. Through theoretical research and exploration of the correlations between key factors, an AVC rural regional integration framework was established. Based on the study, the rural landscape evaluation system based on AVC theory was established through correlation analysis and PCA using factor analysis to select indicators. The weights of each indicator factor were determined through expert scoring, construction of judgment matrices, and consistency testing.

The scoring data corresponding to the subjective and objective indicators in the integrated survey questionnaire were organized and calculated using SPSS and Excel, resulting in scores and rankings for each village. The Caijiapo, Liyuanpo, Xiazhuang, Liyukou, and Laoyukou Villages had comprehensive scores of 88.79 (good level), 84.06 (average level), 82.19 (average level), 87.64 (good level), and 80.25 (average level), respectively. Caijiapo and Liyukou had the strongest overall strength, Liyuanpo and Xiazhuang had moderate overall strength, and Laoyukou had the weakest overall strength. The overall evaluation results show that all five villages have abundant natural landscapes and favorable location conditions, possessing the potential for rural tourism development and strong attractiveness. However, the overall carrying capacity was moderate and the overall vitality was weak. In future programs involving integrated planning and development, it is necessary to fully leverage the advantages of regional landscape resources, enhance landscape quality and economic vitality, and increase the resource space-carrying capacity and ecological carrying capacity to achieve sustainable development in the area.

Owing to limitations of the discipline, this study predominantly draws on landscape architecture theories and methods, while referencing theories from disciplines such as tourism, ecology, and economics. Despite this, biases and shortcomings may persist. To address this, future research should prioritize interdisciplinary integration for a comprehensive application of these theories. Moreover, further investigations are warranted to explore the interactions among rural elements, fostering coordinated development of society, economy, and ecology. Additionally, robust research on institutional safeguards and policy guidance is crucial to support sustainable rural development.
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